
 
 

Using the REV33 for the first time:  
How to have the best experience with your REV33 

 
  
The REV33 is all about how your ears feel at the end of a night or studio session.  Don’t 
get hung-up looking for additional sonic detail in your music.  It is there but we find that 
this is heavily dependent upon the individual – some hear more and some do not.  To 
help with this initial listening experience with the REV33, we’ve developed this guide to 
help you understand what you are hearing.  We have based this off of the past year of 
feedback from professional musicians and audio engineers.   
 
It is important to remember 

x All IEMs produce/ generate noise and distortion. The REV33 prevents substantial 
distortion and noise from being produced and injected into your music. 

x Because you’ve been listening to your music with this noise and distortion, your 
brain has grown accustomed to this sound quality as being normal. 

x It will take time for your brain to re-adjust – your brain may initially tell you that 
something is missing…that ‘something missing’ is only the distortion and noise. 

x In a short time, your brain will re-adjust and it will then process this noise and 
distortion as overly harsh and offensive. 

 
Getting started 
Try the REV33 with your in-ears listening to recorded song or reference material that 
you know well.  Allow your ears some time to experience the music with the REV33 – at 
least one song through its entirety. – and then listen to it without the REV33. Pay 
attention to how the REV33 impacts reverb trails and cymbal decays.  The sonic detail 
is subtle for some and this will give you an introduction to the REV33 with your unique 
hearing.  Remember, experiencing a reduction in ear fatigue – the main purpose why 
the REV33 was developed- has been just about universal.   
 
How to demo the REV33 in a live performance 
We recommend using the REV33 for several shows before removing it to try a show 
without the REV33.  This allows your auditory system an opportunity to readjust to your 
music without the distortion and noise.  The user-experiences detailed below will give 
you more idea of what to expect. If you ever have any questions, we are always 
available to help you out. Our direct email is info@revxtech.com.  
 
 
 
 
 



Frequent comments from REV33 users: 
x For most, the REV33 seems to widen the field and add dimension.  For some, 

the REV33 initially seems to narrow the field. You will come to realize that it 
actually presents a more accurate field with everything in its place.  

x Picking up drums from the overheads will be clearer – not louder but more clear. 
x Much more detail when playing with backing tracks. 
x Better separation between bass and kick 
x Sharp transients handled much better – crashes, rides, guitar 

 
User Experiences 
Kenny Chesney’s band member.  “For the first couple of songs with the REV33, my ears felt 
like they were missing something.  Then, after about the 3rd song, my ears “open-up” and I 
realize I’m not missing anything but hearing better with more detail.  The muddiness in my mix is 
gone and the after-show fatigue is gone.” 
  
(We discussed these comments w/ an ENT who has a special focus on hearing issues.  He 
explained that an inner-ear muscle involuntarily contracts in anticipation of the “normal” 
distortion and noise.  When the brain realizes that the harshness is not present, it can take 10 
minutes or so for this muscle to relax (about the time of the 3rd song).  The action of this muscle 
relaxing is akin to your ear opening up.  This is profound but it takes some patience to work 
through it and let the brain readjust.) 
 
John Tristao is the lead singer and guitarist for Creedence Clearwater Revisited and the 
band was an early adopter of our technology and used a REV33 Pro Red with his Westone dual 
driver in-ears.  John shared that “the REV33 is literally saving my voice.  My vocal chords 
should be snow-white and the size of an almond.  When I went to my ENT, they were the size of 
my thumb and purple.”  Before using his REV33, John could not find his voice in his mix without 
screaming into the microphone.  In the months since he started using his REV33, his mix is 
clearer and more defined and he no longer needs to sing at an elevated volume. 
 
Tim Austin is Buddy Guy’s drummer and says that he won’t perform without his REV33 in-
line.  “When Buddy is hitting those high notes, I had to turn my volume down.  I don’t have to do 
that now.  I was going to get some new ears because I was always messing with this or 
changing that, but now, I’m cool.”  “My ears don’t hurt anymore.  I used to hear a ringing in my 
head that followed me to the hotel and into the next morning.  I don’t get any of that anymore.”  
“I don’t have to turn my volume up to get the punch anymore.  The punch is still there, it’s just 
not as loud.”  “I can hear everything, and it’s clear.” 
 
Brian Wooten is Trace Adkins guitarist.  He had been using the REV33 for a few weeks with 
his JH16s and decided to remove it for an encore.  “What a difference! I run my volume about 
half of what I normally would and don't have the typical ear fatigue after a show. Just to be sure, 
on the last show of last week's run I took the Rev33 out of line when we did our encore. 
Everything sounded like crap. Very mushy and harsh.” 
 
Casey Grillo, drummer for Kamelot.  “The first gig I used it on was a Kamelot show in Germany.. 
About half way through a normal show I will turn the volume up about 3 times during the show because of 
ear fatigue. While using the REV33 the first thing I noticed is I didn't have to turn the volume up at all.. I 
actually turned it down during the show. After the show getting back to my hotel room there was 
something that really surprised me.. My ears didn't ring as loud as they normally do after a loud show..” 
(Casey’s first REV33 use) 



 
Steve Stallings, professional guitar player.  I retired from serious touring and road work a little 
over three years ago. I have played thousands of gigs all over the world, from tiny dive bars to mega 
stadium shows. I have used floor wedges, side fills, and in ears. I mix listening to either JBLs or my old 
NS10's in my home studio.  I am now playing lead guitar, pedal steel, dobro, and mandolin for "The 
Brook" a non-denominational church in Tomball, Texas. We play contemporary Christian music.... 
Hillsong United, Matt Maher, Lincoln Brewster, etc.  Monitors are all in ear. No amps on stage. The 
drummer is playing acoustic drums in a totally enclosed drum booth with top. I have two different in ear 
molds... My older Westone and my year old Alien Ear CFR3. I much prefer the Alien ear molds. 
I ordered the rev33 about two weeks ago (early May 2015) and they were delivered promptly. I had the 
opportunity to use them in two complete services this past Sunday. Ear fatigue has long been a 
problem of mine. Rarely do I make it through a show without pulling one side out. I thought my 
IEM's were pretty clear before I bought these. I can honestly state that after wearing these for two 
services I am sold on them. They seem to add a subtle clarity that I was unaware I was missing. 
More importantly, I did not develop any ear fatigue and kept both sides in for the entire time. 
These folks are legit and I have no reservations whatsoever offering a solid two thumbs up. 
 
We hear stories and anecdotes like these time and time again.  Better definition… a more 
uniformed mix… the ear fatigue is gone.  


